
26-Year-Old's Groundbreaking Organic SPF
Formula Hits Global Success After Being
Named The #1 Choice By Allure Magazine
 The new organic UV protection formula has
become one of the most globally demanded
products on the market 

LOS ANGELES, CA, USA, August 5, 2015
/EINPresswire.com/ -- 26-year-old Ryan Zamo has
hit global success with his revolutionary organic UV
protection formula, after being named "The #1
Choice By Allure Magazine," one of the top beauty
and fashion magazines around the world. 

Melanoma is one of the most underestimated
causes of death around the world. The deadly skin
cancer is caused from multiple factors, though
research has proven the leading cause of the
cancer stems from the suns harmful UV rays, and
excess exposure to the skin.

Zamo's organic UV protection formula, called
"Protect," has created a worldwide buzz surrounding
the remarkable new product. The revolutionary
formula combinations newly discovered exotic herbs
and oils from around the world, providing

unprecedented UV protection, and the ability to remove previous dark spots from the sun. 

The 26-year-old was raised with a vast knowledge of organic plant uses, his mother being a longtime
plant biologist and horticulturist that specialized in exotic plant life, and his father being a native from
Budapest, Hungary. The young entrepreneur said, "My dad would always share the amazing ways
they would use herbs and oils to heal skin and hair problems when he was growing up, and my mom,
who unfortunately passed away suddenly in April, had such a deep knowledge for the uses of exotic
plant life."

Ryan Zamo, now the CEO of his own organic cosmetics company, Z Skin Cosmetics, has turned his
parents knowledge into a goldmine. With an increased awareness of both UV protection and the
harmful chemicals being used in products, Zamo's organic formula "protected" has brought instant
global success for the 26-year-old. The new product is just a testament to the increasing demand for
chemical free, effective, organic products.

To learn more, please visit www.z-skin-cosmetics.com, or contact Ryan Zamo at press@z-skin-
cosmetics.com or 973.851.8573.
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